The Stacey Long Story
Part 2
In, The Stacey Long Story, Part 1, I concluded with a query regarding the education of our children for the
purpose to highlight patterns of thinking & behavior, unbeknownst to many of us (African descent) that do not
serve our best interest, but in actuality serve the interest of others more so.
It appears, this is accomplished in part from our civic irresponsibility to exercise our right to suffrage that some
of our forebears paid the ultimate price & innumerable others were brutally assaulted & endured longsuffering
unsurpassed to acquire this right once denied.
To date, this not only dishonors all those that fought in our struggle for liberation & basic human rights, but this
also illuminates the depths of the irrefutable psychological damage deliberately perpetrated against us in the
abject violent institutions of chattel slavery.
Our conditions as a people is a direct result of the "Greatest Crime" ever committed against a people, that was
committed against us, "Chattel Slavery" and the effects of this abject evil still effects us in perpetuity aided by
us in our ignorance, extant.
Chattel slavery being inherently evil & violent was used to indoctrinate the ideology of our captors, masters,
therefrom, fear of the whip, genitalia mutilation, burning, lynching or other henious acts "nerver" before
recorded in history.
The Black African Man & Woman were psychologically & maybe even more devastating, were spiritually
broken to capitulate to a subjugated status as inferior by these barberous acts of our European captors.
The aforementioned also encompassed bearing the abject pain of families being ripped apart and sold like
cattle, the Black Woman and their female children being raped and experimented on while the Black Man was
forced to endure these beastial acts unable to prevent or protect his family from these atrocities.
Today, as a result of our failures to vote amongst other dynamics, representatives are primarily elected and or
appointed by others to serve "their" interest and not our own or the best for our society.
Our children's schools continue to be de-funded as well as the resources to aid those impoverished to ensure
perpetuity of the school to prison pipeline, building prisons and providing employment in poor white
communities, as the one I'm in this very moment in Ashtabula County, the poorest community out of all 88
counties in the State of Ohio.
Civics & all essential curriculums has been removed from the urban schools; "STEM" Science, Technology,
Engineering and math.
This is occurring as technology is evolving at warp speed, and sufficiently funded communities (those that
classify themselves as white) are teaching & preparing their children for the future to write computer codes in
kinder garden, a vocation that is now being taught in the equivalent of just one semester of school with a
starting salary of $85,000.00 annually.
If we are to survive and prosper as a people, it is imperative we control the education of our children if we
intend to control our destiny.
Therefore, we must educate ourselves of our history and the systemics & institutionalized morass (racism)
designed to prevent us from being a whole and productive people. For he who controls the past controls the
future.
Understanding the exceptional need for us as people to possess certain factual knowledge, especially our own
historical narrative, that without will ensure our continued status on the lowest rung of the socioeconomic
ladder and premature death due to the ever increasing violence we perpetrate on each other.

The beloved, Honorable Minister Louis Farrakhan in his infinite wisdom once stated, "No man can be a man
without proper knowledge, he is not a man because of his male organ, if so some animals would be more man.
Man's very nature was created with power (mental ability) to rule & have dominion. Knowledge separates man
from beast. Deliberate deprivation causes harm of immense proportion, slavery had to "CRUSH" the male &
render him perpetually dependant. Man's greatest gratification (should) come from productivity from
knowledge, that brings thought into fruition. Stunted knowledge causes gratification (to be persued) in one's
lower nature."
In my humble opinion, we all can bear witness to that, can we not? "My people are destroyed for a lack of
knowledge... Hosea 4:6-10.
One of my goals in sharing my story, I will introduce periodically certain litature essential for our mental,
spiritual liberation & health to change our condition, that I believe every "conscious" black person in America
"must" read that will change our life circumstances and will assist our present trajectory towards premature
death and destruction.
The first book I belive is a must read is a book titled, Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome (PTSS) by, Dr. Joy
DeGruy.
This sister has done some remarkable things, starting with identifing maladaptive behavioral issues that we
perpetuate that can be traced to slavery.
In The Stacey Long Story Pt 3, I will introduce more on Dr DeGruy. In addition, I will also introduce a plan I
have to assist in the growth and education (programming) of our children.
For now, research, Dr Joy DeGruy dissertation for her doctorial of Physosophy in Social Work & Social
Research titled: A Dissertation On African Male Youth Violence: Trying To Kill The Part Of You That Isn't
Loved."
Lastly, I would love to send my warmest wishes to the founder of Oyezzz Clifton Jackson and the Oyezzz
family. You have accomplished a remarkable thing. Sincerely, thank you for the Oyezzz website & Oyezzz
social media platforms.
Until, The Stacey Long Story Pt 3, love with humility, enjoy happiness & laughter, and be blessed.
Again, my direct contact info through JPay.com is - a644513, my mailing address is, Lake Erie Correctional P.O. Box 8000 Conneaut, Ohio 44030.
The Stacey Long Story, Part 3, Coming Soon

